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Abstract-A general numerical method for determining the dynamic response of linear elastic plane frameworks to 
dynamic shocks, wind forces or earthquake excitations is presented. The method consists of formulating and 
solving the dynamic problem in the frequency domain by the finite element method and of obtaining the response 
by a numerical inversion of the transformed solution with the aid of the fast Fourier transform algorithm. The 
formulation is based on the exact solution of the transformed governing equation of motion of a beam element and 
it consequently leads to the exact solution of the problem. Flexural, and axial motion of the framework members 
are considered. The effects of damping (external viscous or internal viscoelastic), axial forces on bending, rotatory 
inertia and shear deformation on the dynamic response are also taken into account. Numerical examples to 
illustrate the method and demonstrate its advantages over other methods are presented. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The conventional finite element method for determining 
the dynamic response of linear elastic frameworks is 
based on the lumped or consistent mass representation 
and on displacement functions which are solutions of the 
static governing equations of a beam element and it 
consequently leads to an approximate solution of the 
problem [l]. The dynamic stiffness approach assumes a 
continuous distribution of mass and utilizing a dis- 
placement function which is the exact solution of the 
governing equation of harmonic motion of a beam ele- 
ment provides the exact response of frameworks to 
harmonic excitations (e.g. [l, 21). If the dynamic forces 
are of a general transient nature, the dynamic stiffness 
method in conjunction with modal analysis can be used 
to provide the dynamic response [3,4]; however, this 
approach requires prior knowledge of natural frequen- 
cies and modal shapes. Application of Laplace transform 
with respect to time on the governing equation of motion 
of a beam element enables one to solve the general 
forced vibration problem by the Laplace transformed 
dynamic stiffness method and then numerically invert the 
solution to obtain the time-domain dynamic response. 
Thus, this approach retains all the advantages of the 
dynamic stiffness method (continuous distribution of 
mass, exact dynamic response) and does not require a 
knowledge of natural frequencies and modal shapes. 
Beskos and Boley[5], Manolis and Beskos[6,7] and 
Beskos and Narayanan[8], successfully employed this 
method to determine the dynamic response of frame- 
works in conjunction with various methods of numerical 
Laplace transform inversion. However, as it was 
demonstrated in Narayanan and Beskos[9], among the 
existing numerical Laplace transform inversion al- 
gorithms those that are characterized by high accuracy 
are time consuming, while those that are computationally 
efficient exhibit an accuracy unacceptable in structural 
dynamics. In an effort to overcome this problem and 
develop a transformed dynamic stiffness method in con- 
junction with an accurate and efficient numerical in- 
version algorithm, Narayanan and Beskos[lO] replaced 
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Laplace transform by Fourier transform in the dynamic 
stiffness approach and thus they were able to utilize the 
accurate and efficient Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) 
algorithm of Cooley and Tukey[l I] to perform the 
numerical inversion of the transformed solution. 
However, they faced serious difficulties in connection 
with the inversion problem due to the presence of sharp 
discontinuities with jumps extending from --m to tm in 
the transformed solution at those values of the frequency 
which coincided with the natural frequencies of the 
structure which was assumed to be undamped. 

In this paper, consideration of damping (external 
viscous or internal viscoelastic) considerably ameliorates 
the situation. In addition, this paper considers not only 
flexural beam motion as in [lo], but axial motion as well. 
Furthermore, the effects of axial forces on bending, 
rotatory inertia and shear deformation on the dynamic 
response are taken into account and the treatment of 
seismic forces is also described. Thus, the present work, 
can be considered as an improvement and generalization 
of the work of Narayanan and Beskos [ lo]. 

Use of the (FFI’) algorithm has been witnessed in 
various areas of structural mechanics during the past 
decade. Its most extensive use has been in earthquake 
engineering, especially in connection with the problem of 
soil-structure interaction (e.g. [l, 12-161). Other ap- 
plications of the (FFT) algorithm include wave pro- 
pagation in anisotropic plates [17,18], and determination 
of the dynamic response of discrete structures by the 
frequency response method to random[19,20] or deter- 
ministic disturbances[21,22]. With the exception of Ref. 
1221, which presents just an example of a simply sup- 
ported beam with a continuous distribution of mass 
without any theory permitting any generalizations, 
frameworks are treated as discrete systems in the above 
references. Narayanan and Beskos[lOl were the first to 
employ (FFT) for the dynamic analysis of plane frame- 
works considered as structures composed of beams with 
a continuous mass distribution and thus obtain the exact 
solution of the problem. The present paper improves and 
generalizes their methodology. 

2. TRANRE’ORMED DYNAMIC t3Tlmws rbfmRIcEs 

Consider a uniform linear elastic beam element 1-2 of 
length L (Fig. 1) undergoing axial and flexural motions 
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Fig. 1. Positive beam displacements and forces in mechanics convention. 

which, on the basis of the Bernoulli-Euler beam theory, 
are governed, respectively, by the following uncoupled 
equations: 

EAu” - mii = 0, 

Eh” + mii = 0, (1) 

where u = u(x, t) and v = v(x, t) are the axial and lateral 
displacements of the beam, respectively, E is the modu- 
lus of elasticity, m is the mass per unit length of the 
beam, A and I are the area and moment of inertia of the 
cross section of the beam, respectively, primes indicate 
differentiation with respect to the distance x along the 
length of the beam and dots indicate differentiation with 
respect to the time t. 

The Fourier transform f(o) of a function y(t) is 
defined by 

Y(U) = /- y(t) e-‘“’ dt, (2) -_ 

where w is the circular frequency and i = v-1. Ap- 
plication of Fourier transform with respect to time on 
eqns (1) yields 

U"tK,2J=0, 

c""--K'fi=O, (3) 

where 

K12 = mo’/EA, 

K4 = mo’/EI (4) 

The solution of eqns (3) takes the form 

Nx, OJ) = D, sm K,x t F, cos K,x, 

6(x,@)=4sinKxtFzcosKxtD,sinhKx 
+ F, cash Kx, (5) 

-- 

l 
“1951 

where D,, F,, 4, F2, 4 and R are constants. Consider 
the beam element 1-2 of Pi. 2 with nodes 1 and 2, which 
has one and two degrees of freedom per node for axial 
and flexural transformed motions, respectively. Figure 2 
shows the positive directions of the nodal displacements 
and the corresponding nodal forces for the two kinds of 
motion in the frequency domain. Evaluation of rl, B and 
dddx at the nodes 1 and 2 permits one to express the 
displacement functions (5) in terms of nodal displace- 
ments as 

6(x, 0) = {iv(x, o))‘{s,&se;k (6) 

where {N,} and {N} are the vectors of the shape func- 
tions and T denotes transposition. Following standard 
finite element procedures (e.g. [23]) one can determine 
the element dynamic stiffness matrices in the frequency 
domain from 

ID’] = IL {N;XN;)TEA dx, 
cl 

(8) 

for axial and flexural motion, respectively. Thus, with the 
sign convention of Fii. 2, the following element trans- 
formed nodal force-displacement relations in terms of 
the fij coefficients result: 

(9) 

for the axial motion, and 

-LB 
Fig. 2. Positive beam nodal transformed displacements and forces. 
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for the flexural motion, where 

& = dL = AEK, cot (K,L), 

Lk = L%, = -AEK, cosec (K,L) 
(11) 

fi, I = l&,, = QK*(sch t csh), 

& = & = -& = -& = QKssh, 

B,, = Is,, = - QK*(s t sh), 

D.14 = D.,, = -D2,, = --&,,, = QK(ch - c), 

fi2,, = fi.,., = Q(sch - csh), 

fi224 = L&2 = Q( sh - s), 

Q = EZK/( 1 - cch) 

(12) 

s = sin KL, c = cos KL, sh = sinh KL, ch = cash KL, 

and where K,, K2 and K are given by (4). 

3. EFFECT OF DAMPING 

In this paper both internal viscoelastic damping and 
external viscous damping are considered. Internal vis- 
coelastic damping is taken into account by assuming, for 
reasons of simplicity, that the beam material is a Kelvin 
solid obeying the constitutive law 

u = E(l t fd/dt)c, (13) 

where u is the stress, e is the strain and f is the damping 
coefficient. More general viscoelastic models as des- 
cribed, for example, in Boley and Weiner [24] could also 
have been used without any particular difficulty. Equa- 
tion (13) in the frequency domain becomes 

C? = E(l t L&g, (14) 

indicating that the formulation of the internally damped 
beam problem can be obtained from the undamped one 
be simply replacing E by E(1 t iwj) in the frequency 
domain. For a large class of materials the relative loss of 
energy (damping) is independent of frequency for a wide 
range of frequencies implying that the term iof in (14) 
has to be replaced by if for these materials[25]. 

When external viscous damping is present, it is ac- 
counted for in the displacement equation of the beam 
motion by a damping force per unit length R propor- 
tional to the velocity and opposing the motion, i.e. 

R = -c(dz/dt), (15) 

where c is the coefficient of damping and z may be either 
the u or the u displacement. Application of Fourier 
transform on (15) yields 

R = - ioc.T, (16) 

indicating that when external damping is present, eqns 
(3) remain the same while eqns (4) are replaced by 

K,* = (mo* - ioc)/AE, 

K’ = (mu* - ioc)/EI (17) 

It should be mentioned that the above formulation 
permits damping (internal or external) to vary from 

member to member of the framework and is clearly a 
more rational way to represent damping properties than 
the conventional way based on modal critical damping 
values. Besides this representation permits more 
effective response control by taking advantage of the 
freedom of varying the damping of a large number of 
elements. 

4. EFFECT OF AXIAL. FORCE ON BENDING 

In the presence of a constant compressive force P, eqn 

(l)* is replaced by 

EZv”’ t Pu” t mij = 0, (18) 

which becomes 

rj” + 2ptjb - l&i = 0 

in the frequency domain where 

(19) 

2~ = PIEI, Y = mo*/EI. 

The solution of (19) is 

(20) 

0(x, o) = A sinh A,x + E cash A,x t C sin h2x 
t D cos A2x, (21) 

where A, B, C and D are constants of integration and 

A, = (-CL t V/(/L* t v))“*, A2 = (p t d(p* t Y))“*. 
(22) 

On the basis of the displacement function (21) and fol- 
lowing the procedure described in Section 2, one can 
write the nodal force-displacement relation for a beam- 
column in the frequency domain exactly as in (10) with 

fi,, = & = -Qdvr(A&r + A,csh), 

D,* = fi, = -& = -D4,, = ZQvv[p(cch - l)- Vvsshl, 

fii,, = b, = Qdur(A,sh t Azs), 

6,’ = D4, = -a, = fi3,, = Qqvr(c - ch), (23) 

a2 = D, = Qr(A2csh - A,sch), 

a,, = D,, = Qr(A,s - Azsh), 

Q = EI/2d v( cch - 1) + Zpsh, r = 2v(p* t v), 
s = sin A2L, c = cos A2L, sh = sinh Al L,ch = co& AzL. 

The case of a tensile axial force P can be very easily 
taken into account by simply replacing P by -P in all 
the previous expressions. 

The combined damping and beam-column effects can 
also be treated on the basis of eqns (10) and (23) either 
by replacing E by E( 1 t iof) or E( 1 t ifi for the case of 
internal viscoelastic damping or by defining v in (20) as 
lJ= (mu*- ioc)/EZ for the case of external viscous 
damping. 

5. EFFECT OF ROTA’IOEY INEM’iA 

AND SHEAR DR#ORMATiON 

The governing equations for lateral vibrations of 
Timoshenko beams, i.e. beams for which the effects of 
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rotatory inertia and shear deformation are taken into 
account, are [26]. 

EZ~“+m3;-pZ[l+(E/sG)]3;“+(pZ~sG)~”=0, 

EZy”“+ mj -pZ[l +(E/sG)]j;“+(p’llsG)j;“= 0, 
(24) 

where s is the shear coefficient, G is the shear modulus, 
p is the mass density, y = y(x, t) is the total lateral 
deflection and II, = +(x, t) is the bending slope of the 
beam element of length L under end forces only. AP- 
plication of Fourier transform with respect to time on 
eqns (24) yields 

where 

2/1, = p[l t (E/sG)lwz/E, 

uo = [(p2Z/sG)04 - mwZ]/EZ. (26) 

The general solutions of (25) can be expressed in terms 
of hyperbolic and trigonometric functions for the two 
cases of vO> 0 and v. < 0 and lead through standard 
procedures to the construction of fij coefficients for a 
Timoshenko beam. This can be done, for example, by 
following Ref. [2,27]. However, this approach lacks 
generality and leads to very complicated expressions, 
especially when other effects, such as damping, are also 
taken into account. A general and compact way of treat- 
ing (25) is to write their solutions in the form 

j(x, 0) = c, eerx t c2 e&X t c3 esX t c4 et", 

I&X,CO)= c;e""t c~e""tc;eb"tc:eax, (27) 

where c,, cz, c3, c4, c;, c;, c;, and c; are constants and 
Z,, &, & and t4 are in general complex numbers given as 

51.2 = +(-/Lo+ V/(/Jo2 - Yo)V2, 

53.4 = epo- v’\/(P: - VO))“~. (28) 

On the basis of the displacement functions (27) and 
following the procedure of Refs. [7,8] semi-explicit 
expressions for the fij coefficients can be obtained 
which can be found in[71. The complete computation of 
these complicated coefficients is done numerically on the 
computer. 

The effect of a constant axial force on bending can be 
very easily included in this formulation by adding the 
term PIEZ to the r.h.s. of (26), as an inspection of (19), 
(20) and (25), (26) can reveal. 

Internal viscoelastic damping of the Kelvin solid type 
can be very easily taken into account by simply replacing 
E and G by E(1 t iuf) or E( 1 t ifi and G(1 t iwf) or 
G(l + in, respectively, in this formulation in view of (14) 
and on the assumption that there is no coupling between 
bending and shear deformation with respect to internal 
damping. A more rigorous way of taking into account 
internal viscoelastic damping is by employing the cor- 
respondence principle I241 and observing that one can go 
from the Laplace to the Fourier domain by replacing the 
hplace transform parameter s by io. Thus, for a Kelvin 
solid described by rij = G(eif + f&j), where si, and e, are 

the diviatoric components of stress and strain tensors, 
respectively, this implies replacing E and G in the 
frequency domain by 

E’ = E(1 + iof)/] + (1 - (E/3G))iwj], 

G’ = G( 1 t iof), (2% 

respectively. External viscous damping can be taken into 
account in the present formulation by including in (24) 
the effect of a distributed load R = -cj with the aid of 
eqn (27) of Ref. [27]. Equations (25) then take the form 

where 

@ t 2pop t vo$ = -ciwY’, 

ji”+2p~ji”+ &i = (-J (30) 

2~2 = 2~~ - (icw/sGA), 

v$ = vo - i(pc/sGAE)w’+ i(c/EZ)w. (31) 

Equation (30)* can yield a solution for J which is of the 
same form as (27), and from which 1’ needed in (30), can 
be evaluated. This permits to obtain $ from (3O)r as the 
sum of complementary and a particular solution both of 
the fo!m of (27). Use of the displacement functions B 
and $ permits one to construct the appropriate fiij 
coefficients with the aid of Ref. [7] numerically on the 
computer. Thus, it has been demonstrated in this section 
that it is possible to construct fij coefficients for a beam 
element for the most general case which includes bend- 
ing, effect of axial force, shear deformation and rotatory 
inertia, as well as damping (internal viscoelastic or 
external viscous). 

6. FORMULATION AND SOLUTION OF TER PROBLEM 

With the aid of the various fiij coefficients previously 
defined, the dynamic problem of a general plane frame- 
work can be expressed in the frequency domain in the 
static-like form 

P(w)] = P(w)lIfi(w)X (32) 

where {p(w)} and {C(w)} are the Fourier transformed 
dynamic_ load and displacement vectors, respectively, 
while [D(w)] is the transformed dynamic stiffness matrix 
of the structure obtained by an appropriate superposition 
of element stiffness matrices. After application of the 
transformed boundary conditions, the transformed solu- 
tion {B(w)} of (32) is obtained, for a sequency of values 
of w, by a standard matrix inversion in numerical form. 
From this solution the response {u(t)} is obtained, for a 
sequence of values of t, by a numerical inversion of the 
Fourier transformed displacement vector. The solution 
thus obtained is the exact solution of the dynamic prob- 
lem because the transformed dynamic element stiffnes- 
ses have been constructed on the basis of displacement 
functions which are the exact solutions of the trans- 
formed equations of motion. In most of the practical 
cases the components of the force vector are com- 
plicated functions of time and their direct Fourier trans- 
form has to be computed numerically. Both the direct 
and the inverse numerical Fourier transforms are dis- 
cussed in detail in the next section. 

The above formulation of the problem is based on the 
assumption of zero initial conditions. If there are non- 
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zero initial conditions then the response of the structure 
can be obtained as the superposition of responses cor- 
responding to a free vibration problem under non-zero 
initial conditions and to a forced vibration problem under 
zero initial conditions. This is clearly a disadvantage of 
the method which cannot handle initial conditions in one 
step as, for example, the similar method based on the 
Laplace transform [7]. 

When a framework is subjected to seismic forces, 
inertia forces are developed on its various members 
which have to be taken into account in the formulation 
of the problem. This will be illustrated for the case of the 
flexural motion. Consider a vertical beam element in 
flexural motion due to seismic horizontal forces charac- 
terized by the earthquake acceleration ii,(t) as shown in 
Fig. 3(a). In this case eqn (1)2 takes the form 

EIv”: t mii, = -mii,, (33) 

where the relative displacement v, = v,(x, t), the absolute 
displacement v = v(x, t) and the ground displacement 
v, = v,(t) are related by 

v, = V - 0,. (34) 

Application of the Fourier transform with respect to time 
on (33) yields 

6’: - 4915, = d(o) 

D(O) = -(m/EZ)F[&], K4 = mo2/4EI, (35) 

where F[&] is the Fourier transform of the earthquake 
acceleration. Equation (35) indicates that inertia effects 
are represented for a member i in the frequency domain 
by a uniformly distributed load I(o) which can be con- 
verted to equivalent inertia nodal forces and moments 
c, n;i, i = 1, 2, shown in Fig. 3(a) and given by 

iqi = F*’ = p(o)L/2, 

A,i = Iigi = p(w)L*/12. (36) 

The inertia forces acting at the two nodes of a horizontal 
beam element are simply given by 

Fli = i;2i = (mU2)(-o*g, t F[ii,]) (37) 

and shown in Fig. 3(b). Thus, when a framework is 
subjected to seismic forces-the problem can be described 
by (32) with the vectors {F(o)} and {B(o)} representing 
Fourier transformed nodal inertia forces and relative 
displacements, respectively. 

1. TM3FASTF'QURlERTRANSFOUM 

The two most important computational problems of 
the proposed method for determining the dynamic res- 
ponse of frameworks with a continuous distribution of 
mass are the numerical evaluation of direct and inverse 
Fourier transforms. The Fourier transform pair of two 

t 
ii, 

(b) 
1 2 

Fii. 3. Equivalent nodal inertia forces and moments for a horizontal and a vertical beam element. 
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functions y(t) and jr(o) is defined by the reciprocal 
relations 

YW e -ior dt, 

j(w) eio’ dw, 

where the relation o = 27r& connects the circular 

(38) 

frequency o with the frequency 4. The function j(o) in 
(38), is called the direct Fourier transform of y(t), while 
the function y(t) in (38)* is called the inverse Fourier 
transform. 

In many engineering problems which involve com- 
plicated functions or sampled data, use of numerical 
techniques is imperative and this requires the functions 
to be given in discrete form. The Fourier transform pair 
of (38) for functions y(t) which are zero for t < 0 can be 
written in discrete form as [28,29] 

y(AT) =g 31 f(G) eiZrn*‘N, (39) 

where A, n=0,1,2 ,..., N - 1, T is the sampling inter- 
val, i.e. the distance between two successive discrete 
points in the time domain and NT = F is the frequency 
interval. The above discrete Fourier transform pair 
relates N equally spaced samples y(AT) in the time 
domain to N equally spaced samples j+t/NT) in the 
frequency domain. The relationship between the discrete 
and continuous Fourier transforms is governed by the 
sampling theory (e.g. [29]). 

Equation (39)* indicates that it is possible to obtain N 
samples of a time function from N samples of its Fourier 
transform. What is needed is to choose a number of 
samples N required for the time range T,,, which deter- 
mines the frequency range F, = N . F = N/To, and then 

to sample the Fourier transform at N equally spaced 
points between zero and Fo. The details of this process, 
the difficulties involved and the ways to overcome them 
for the particular subject of this paper are described in 
the next section. 

A direct calculation of (39), or (39)* as an accumulated 
sum of products for each n or A, respectively, would 
require N2 operations. The Fast Fourier Transform 
(FFT) is an algorithm for computing (39), or (39)2 in 
N log N operations, where “operation” means a com- 
plex multiplication and addition. The FFT algorithm is 
described in great detail in Ref. [29]. It has been pro- 
grammed in Fortran language and there are subroutines 
available which perform this algorithm for real or com- 
plex data (e.g. [30]). In this paper use is made of the 
subroutine FOUR 1 of Ref. [30], which performs one- 
dimensional transforms on complex arrays whose lengths 
are powers of two. 

8. sTRWTtJRAL EXAMPLES 

The following numerical examples serve to illustrate 
the method and demonstrate its merits. AU the numerical 
computations were performed on a CDC Cyber 74 com- 
puter. 

Example 1 
Consider the simply supported beam l-3 subjected to 

a suddenly applied load P(t) at its midspan as shown in 
Fig. 4. It is requested to determine the midspan 
deflection s(t) of this beam for various amounts of 
internal viscoelastic damping of the Kelvin type. 

Because of the small size of the structure, the for- 
mulation and solution of the problem in the frequency 
domain is done analytically. Because of the symmetry, 
only odd modes contribute to s,(t) and thus the rotation 
at the midspan is taken to be zero. Hence, eqn (32) 
applied to the beam element 1-2, after application of the 
boundary conditions takes the form 

I 
P(t) 

-LA 
Fig. 4. The simply supported beam of Example I. 
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There the $ coefficients are given by (12) and (4) and 
P(u) = P,lio. Using (12) and solving (40) for 8((o) yields 

PO - No) = m f(o), 

&)= -i ( &i&a& 
&42@) 2 2 > 

(42) 

CL = (m/4EI)“‘, KL = pd/Qo)L. (43) 

The function 8((o) was written in the above form for 
reasons of comparison of the present results with those 
of Refs. 5 and !O on the basis of the function f(w). For 
zero damping, f(o) is an imaginary and odd function of 
o which exhibits discontinuities with jumps from --oo to 
+m at those values of o which are the natural frequen- 
cies of the beam corresponding to the odd modes which 
contribute to the midspan deflection. For nonzero ittier- 
nal damping E is replaced by E(1 + iof) in (43) and f(o) 
becomes a complex function of o with real and im- 
aginary parts plotted in Fig. 5 for the special case of the 
W 10X 21 beam of Refs. 5 and 10 with L = 12ft, I = 
106.3 in’, w = 21 lb/ft, E E 30 x lo” psi and f = 0.0001. It 
is now apparent that f(o) does not have any dis- 
continuities with infinite jumps and this permits one to 
accomplish the discrete representation of its real and 
imaginary parts more accurately and conveniently than 
in the case with zero damping. In fact one can ap- 

proximately treat the zero damping case as a damped one 
with very small values of f. The error of this ap- 
proximation can be negligible for small enough values of 
f as subsequent results indicate. 

The process of numerical inversion of the function 
f(o) consists of the following three steps: 

(i) Choosing the number of samples N and the 
frequency & = 2?rF0. 

(ii) Sampling the function J(W) in the interval 
(-Q, %) using a sampling interval 0 = a/N. 

(iii) Performing numerical inversion of this sampled 
function using the FFI algorithm to obtain the values of 
f(t) at intervals T = 1~/& in the time domain. 

The sampling process usually leads to er_rors due to 
aliasing and trunca:ion[29]. The function f(o) can be 
truncated by taking the frequency range Q to be equal 
t9 some finite value of o beyond which it is assumed that 
f(o) is zero, in order to conform with the sampling 
theorem[29]. It is well known that in framework 
dynamics only the first few modes significantly con- 
tribute to the response and this reflects to the fact that 
f(u), apart from discontinuities, decreases as o in- 
creases. Thus the truncation error decreases for increas- 
ing II,,. The aliasing error can be reduced to an accept- 
able level by decreasing the sample interval fl in the 
frequency domain. However, the interval fI for which 
aliasing is small is also related and depends on the choice 
of I&,. Also, the number of samples N is limited to be a 
power of 2 for the program FOUR 1 of Ref. 1301 which 

ImCt(wJJxt& , 4 Im[~(rr)Jxl~ 

4- i 4- 

Pii. 5. Plot of the real and imaginary parts of fib) vs o. 
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was used in this work. The reasons for adopting FOUR 1 Example 2 
here are its simplicity and great speed. It should be noted Consider a steel portal frame subjected to lateral wind 
that the definition of the Fourier pair in FOUR 1 is forces uniformly distributed and time dependent as 

shown in Fig. 7(a). The horizontal deflection of this 

f(w) = & 1-1 y(f) e-‘” dt, 
frame at the level of the girder under the assumptions of 
negligible axial deformation and zero damping was 

I 

m determined in [6] by numerical Laplace transform. The 

y(t) = j(w) ei“” dt. response of the same structure is also computed here by 
-_ numerical Fourier transform assuming nonzero damping 

In this example by taking N = 2” = 1024 and no = 
and taking into account axial deformation. 

2500 which give a= 2.441406, the numerical inversion 
On the assumption that the axial deformation is negli- 

produces a function f(t) given in discrete form, at inter- 
gible t_he frame has only three free nodal displacements 

vals of length T= ?r/flo=0.001256 and for various 
(8, = 8,) and eqn (32) after application of the boundary 

values of the damping coefficient f, by Fig. 6. Taking into 
conditions takes the form 

account that the real part of f(o) is even and the 
imaginary odd, the sampling was not done in the interval 
(-Q, &,) but in the interval (0,2&J. The CP computer 
time spent on the inversion was 2.450 sec. For the value 
of f = lo-*=O.O the results of the undamped case as WV 

reported in [5, lo] are recovered within plotting accuracy. 
Figure 6 clearly demonstrates the decreasing effect of 

where 

damping on the dynamic response. 
If initial conditions v(L/2,0) = u. and ir(L/2,0) = do 

were given then the total response would be the sum of 
the forced vibration response computed by Fourier 
transform and the 

VW/~, t) = J3 ~ [(Co J3 5 w. sin y) sin o.t 

The solution of (44) for the transformed displacement 
vector was done numerically for a sequence of values of 

> , , . 

( 

cm 

> I 

o and the response vector was finally obtained in the 

+ 00 x sinE cos o.t sin= time domain by a numerical inversion of the transformed 
“=I.).5 2 2 solution utilizing the FFT algorithm with N = 512 and 

obtained under free vibration conditions where o, = 
Q = 25.3 1. The numerical data pertaining to this problem 

(n*~*/L*)~(Ez/m). 
consists of L = 12ft., qo=20p$ E= 29x lbpsj, I= .~ 
395 in.‘, w = 50 lb/ft and f = 10-O = 0, lo-“ and lo-‘. The 

R(o) = (qoWZ)[(-i/o) + (2/02)l, 

Mz(u) = -~~oL2/12~~~-ilo~+~2/02~1, (45) 

A&( 0) = 0. 

0.004 0.006 0.006 0.01 om4 0.016 0.016 0.02 - 

Fig. 6. Plot of the function f(r) vs time for various values of the damping coefficient j. 
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Fig. 7. Horizontal deflection &(f) vs time for diierent amounts of damping of the portal frame of Example 2 under 
lateral wind forces. 

total CP computer time including formulation of (44) was 
2.358 sec. Figure 7(b) shows the time history of St 
obtained by the proposed method for various values of 
internal damping j, The same figure also shows results 
obtained by the SAP IV computer program]311 numeri- 
cal inte~~n) for four and five finite elements per 
member and zero damping with corresponding CP times 
3.35 and 5.644. It is apparent that a four element dis- 
cretization is not adequate for acceptable results. The 
response & obtained by the Laplace transform method 
in Ref. [6] coincides exactly with that obtained here for 
f = 10-6=0, but requires more computer time (CP 
time = 4.82 set). 

The dynamic response of the portal frame to wind 
loading was also computed by taking into account the 
effect of the axial deformation. In this case one has six 
free nodal degrees of freedom and the computation is 
more time consuming (CP time = 7.892 see). The com- 
putation was done by a general computer program writ- 
ten in Fortran and capable of determining by the present 
method the dynamic response of multi-bay multi-story 
plane frames to dynamic nodal loading[321. This program 
takes into account the effects of damping and of axial 
deformation. It was found that for this particular exam- 
ple the effect of the axial deformation is negligible as the 
response agrees to the previous one up to the fourth 
decimal figure. The CP computer time spent for the 
stiffness formulation, solution of the linear system in the 
frequency domain and inversion of S, in the time domain 
was 7.24 sec. 

Exanrple 3 
Consider a steel portal frame under a static distributed 

load on its girder subjected to an ideal earthquake ac- 

ceiogram as shown in Fig. S(a). The horizontal degection 
62(t) was computed by taking into account the effect of 
axial deformation for different amounts of damping (_j = 
10T6, lo-’ and 10W3) and the results are shown in Fig. 
g(b). For a time interval To = 5.6 see and N = 1024, the 
CP computer time spent for the stiffness form~ation, 
solution of the linear system in the frequency domain 
and inversion of & in the time domain was 13.328 sec. 
The Fourier transform of the ground acceleration t 
needed in the computation of the equivalent inertia nodal 
forces of (36) and (37) was determined by both the direct 
FFT and an exact integration of the piecewise linear 
function i,(r) and subsequent discrete evaluation. It was 
found that the FFT provides very good results, especi- 
ally for the real part of the function F[&]. The response 
of the frame for f = 0 was also determined by modeling 
the frame as a single story shear building. This modeling 
of frames with very stiff girders as compared to their 
columns, such as the present frame, leads to a response 
which is very close to the exact one. Indeed it was found 
here that the shear building model gave results in 
agreement with the present exact ones to within plotting 
accuracy, thereby providi~ an approximate way to 
check the accuracy of the present method. 

9. CONCLUSIONS 

On the basis of the previous discussion the following 
conditions can be drawn: 

(1) A general numerical method for determining the 
dynamic response of plane frameworks to dynamic 
shocks, wind forces or earthquake excitations is presen- 
ted. The method formulates the dynamic problem in the 
frequency domain in a static-like form by using Fourier 
transformed dynamic stiffness coefficients fij and solves 
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- FFT 

3 Lmear Acceleration 

Fig. 8. Horizontal deflection h(t) vs time for different amounts of damping of the portal frame of Example 2 
subjected to an ideal earthquake accelogram. 

it there numerically. The dynamic response is then 
obtained by a numerical inversion of the transformed 
solution. 

(2) In the framework of the linear theories employed 
in this work the use of the fij coelcients leads to the 
“exact” solution of the dynamic problem since the dis- 
placement function used for their construction is the 
exact solution of the transformed equations of motion. 
Thus, this method can provide a basis for comparing the 
accuracy of other approximate methods such as the 
conventional finite element method. 

(3) Flexural and axial motion of the framework mem- 
bers are considered and taken into account by construc- 
ting the appropriate I%j coetticients. The effects of dam- 
ping (external viscous or internal viscoelastic), axial 
forces on bending, rotatory inertia and shear deformation 
on the dynamic response are also taken into account by 
incorporating them into appropriately constructed Dj 
coefficients. It should be also noticed that the method 
permits consideration of different amounts of damping in 
diRerent beam elements and for di5erent motions, thus 
achieving a more rational representation of damping and 
enabling one to effectively control the response by ap- 
propriate damping changes in particular structural mem- 
bers. 

(4) The proposed method appears to be better than the 
conventional finite element method in conjunction with 
either modal naalysis of numerical integration because it 
provides the exact solution of the dynamic problem of 
frameworks and not an approximate one as in the finite 
element method employing a lumped or a consistent 
mass representation. Besides the method does not 
require prior knowledge of natural frequencies and 
modal shapes as in modal analysis. In general, numerical 
integration schemes are more efficient computationally 
than the present method[9]. However, the present 

method permits one to perform numerical inversion for 
just one nodal displacement of interest independently of 
the others and in that case the amount of computer time 
is sign5cantly reduced. This feature becomes more 
pronounced for large order systems for which the res- 
ponse is sought for a large interval of time. The present 
method based on the Fourier transform is more efficient 
computationally than the corresponding one based on the 
Laplace transform. However, the latter is better in that it 
can easily handle initial conditions and arbitrary amounts 
of damping. 
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